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allocator-based class which wraps the basic standard allocator. After I
studied the code, I know that using his wrapper allocator, it is able to
provide a uniform interface to all users. I can't help myself thinking
about the possible security risks that this kind of coding may have.
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great.Q: C++ - Proper way to declare a const reference? Say I have

this declaration, what is the proper way to declare const reference to
any type (e.g., vector&)? const vector& v = getValue(); And in general

- what is the correct way to declare a const reference to any type?
const vector& v = getValue(); const vector& w = getValue(); For the
purposes of my compiler only, the above declarations are identical
and work as expected, but I don't know if a newer version of the

standard will change the behavior. A: It's a common mistake, but:
"reference to const" only means "constant address". If you want to
make a variable constant, you have to make it an r-value. That is,

there's no value you can assign to it so it can't be assigned to another
variable or be passed around. This is easy to think of with an int,

which is just an object of a type. The object exists and has a pointer
to it, and your int can be modified but it just doesn't exist outside the

object. In your case, if you make v a pointer, it will likely remain
constant and the fact that the vector itself is constant doesn't help
you: const vector* v = &getValue(); Now v will be constant but the

container is not; you don't want to permanently give v a reference to
the container. If you want it to be constant, you have to make it an r-
value. const vector v = &getValue(); This is true of all types, except

things that are constant by default. That is, you can set to a constant
object with a pointer or reference, and both will do the right thing. But

you can't declare a constant reference, so make it an r-value. const
string* s = new string(); // or string* s; s = new string(); Again, it's

easy to think that the first one will remain constant while the second
one is an r-value. It's not
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